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ABSTRACT: We show that polymer diffusion in polymer nanocomposites
(PNCs) is controlled by the architecture of polymer brushes grafted to hard
spherical nanoparticles (NPs). At high grafting density, diffusing chains are
excluded from the polymer brush leading to greater confinement. However, at
lower grafting density, these chains penetrate the brush and diffusion is similar to
the hard NP case, compared at the same NP loading. We calculate the effective
interparticle spacing (IDeff) by modeling polymer penetration into the grafted
brush using self-consistent field theory. When plotted against a confinement
parameter (IDeff/2Rg, where Rg is the radius of gyration of the diffusing polymer),
reduced diffusion coefficients (D/Do) fall on a master curve independent of brush
architecture. These findings show that brush architecture provides a new route
toward controlling polymer dynamics and viscoelasticity of PNCs.

■ INTRODUCTION

The effect of nanoconfinement on polymer dynamics is
fundamentally important for understanding diffusion and
glasses, and practically important for applications ranging
from microelectronics to biosensors.1,2 In addition to polymers
confined in nanopores and thin films, polymers mixed with
nanoparticles (NPs), namely polymer nanocomposites (PNC),
can experience confinement even at low loadings, ∼1 vol %.3−5

A unifying theoretical picture that captures the effect of
nanoparticles on polymer dynamics has yet to emerge, in part,
because of the numerous system parameters including polymer
type, polymer molecular weight, NP size, NP shape, NP
concentration, polymer-NP interactions, polymer entangle-
ment, and NP packing. To control the dispersion of NPs, NP
surfaces are typically grafted with either short molecules or long
polymer brushes.6−9 In the latter case, the grafted NPs can act
as either hard or soft NPs depending on whether the matrix
chains are excluded or can penetrate the brush, respectively.
Penetration of matrix polymers into the polymer brush depends
on brush architecture, namely, molecular weight and grafting
density, which impact whether the NPs disperse or aggregate in
a particular matrix polymer.10 Whereas recent studies have
focused on polymers mixed with hard NPs,6,7,11,12 polymer
diffusion in PNCs containing soft NPs has received little
attention despite the common use of surface functionalization
to enhance NP miscibility in PNCs.5 Moreover, systematic
studies of diffusion of high molecular weight polymers in PNCs
containing soft NPs are lacking.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the center-of-mass
diffusion of polymers in PNCs containing soft and hard NPs
collapses onto a master curve when plotted against a
confinement parameter. This parameter reduces the complexity
of the diffusing species and matrix into a dimensionless
confinement parameter by combining the diffusing chain’s
radius of gyration (Rg), NP size, and NP concentration into a
single parameter. Previously, we have focused on polymer
diffusion in PNCs containing hard NPs such as phenyl-capped
and hydroxyl terminated silica.13,14 More recently, we have
investigated diffusion into PNC’s containing soft, large (51 nm)
NPs grafted at high density (0.52 chains/nm2) with a long
brush (Mn = 87 kg mol−1).5 These earlier studies show that low
molecular weight tracer molecules penetrate the brush and have
diffusion coefficients identical to the hard NP case at the same
silica loading.5 In this paper, we show that the confinement
parameter (IDeff/2Rg) unifies experimental observations of both
long and short chain polymer diffusion in PNCs containing
either hard or soft nanoparticles. Unique to the current study,
we show that long, entangled tracer polymers (i.e., Mn = 532 kg
mol−1) are excluded from the polymer brush of soft NPs (29
nm) with high grafting density and that at fixed silica loading
diffusion is slowed down by up to 60% compared to hard NPs.
In contrast, for PNCs containing soft NPs with low grafting
density, long (Mn = 532 kg mol−1) and short (Mn = 49 kg
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mol−1) tracer polymers exhibit diffusion coefficients similar to
the hard NP case because the tracer penetrates into the brush.
The diversity of PNCs in which polymer diffusion correlated
with the confinement parameter is compelling and is likely to
inspire broadly applicable theories of polymer dynamics in
nanocomposites.

■ THEORETICAL METHODS

Self-Consistent Field Theory (SCFT). SCFT has been
successful in describing many polymer systems, such as those
composed of block copolymers and nanoparticles. Here, we
take the same approach as in a recent paper15 and use a SCFT
to determine the degree to which a tracer polymer penetrates
into the brush of a polymer-grafted nanoparticle. The partition
function for such a system, which contains nb brush chains, nm
matrix chains, and nt tracer chains is given by
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where U0 is a harmonic potential between monomers and the
delta functional enforces the incompressibility of the system.
Since this partition function is numerically and analytically
intractable, it is transformed into a partition function that is
described by a single “pressure-like” auxiliary field ω+:
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Additional details regarding our SCFT are available in two
recent publications.5,15 Unlike our previous calculations,
however, the brush grafting points are smeared which assists
in relaxation of the pressure field.16

A mean field approximation is imposed on the Hamiltonian,
such that at equilibrium the Hamiltonian is described by a
single field configuration ω+* To relax the field to its equilibrium
value, a semi-implicit Seidel (SIS) scheme is used, which has
resolution and stability advantages over a more standard explicit
Euler update scheme.17 The SIS scheme is the result of
expanding the density operators to linear order in ω+ using the
random phase approximation (RPA), and adding and
subtracting the linear terms of the expansion at the present
and future time step, respectively, to obtain:
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where the ∗ operator represents a convolution. We implement
this scheme in Fourier space, as the convolution is a simple
multiplication operation in Fourier space. In Fourier space, g(k)
= φbFD(k

2) + φmFD(αmk
2) + φtFD(αtk

2), where FD is the Debye
scattering function. The SIS scheme is performed at each
iteration of the calculation until the error in ω+,
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is less than 10−6.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Particle Synthesis. Silica nanoparticles were obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich (Ludox) and functionalized with the alkyl halide initiator 1-
(chlorodimethylsilyl)propyl-2-bromoisobutyrate according to a proce-
dure described previously, and denoted as SiO2 (hard NP).18,19 The
particle diameter and polydispersity were measured by dynamic light
scattering (d0 = 28.8 nm, σ = 1.13).7 Styrene (Aldrich, 99%) was
purified by passing through a basic alumina column. Copper(I)
bromide (Aldrich, 98+%) was purified by washing sequentially with
acetic acid and diethyl ether, filtering and drying, and was stored under
vacuum before use. Allyl 2-bromo-2-methylpropionate, N,N,N′,N″,N″-
pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA), copper(II) brominde,
anisole, and hydrofluoric acid (48%) were used as received from
Aldrich. Synthesis of the soft particle system was performed using
normal ATRP technique described in ref 20. Molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution of surface-grafted chains were
determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) coupled with
an IR absorption detector after etching the silica with HF. Surface-
grafting density was determined using thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). The number-average molecular weight (Mn

b), the polydisper-
sity index (PDI), and the grafting density (ρ) of polymer brushes are
summarized in Table 1. Polystyrene- (PS-) grafted silica nanoparticles

with low and high grafting densities were denoted as SiO2-low ρ and
SiO2-high ρ, respectively. Figure 1 depicts electron micrographs of the
respective particle monolayer, revealing the dependence of the brush
structure (i.e., interparticle spacing) on the molecular weight and
grafting density.

Preparation and Characterization of Polymer Nanocompo-
sites. Polystyrene (Mn

m = 160 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.05) with the surface-
functionalized silica nanoparticles (alkyl halide initiator or polystyrene)
is used as a matrix. The volume fractions of SiO2 (ϕsilica) in PS are 0,
0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.29 for SiO2-low ρ and 0, 0.005,
0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.085 for SiO2-high ρ, and 0, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02,
0.04, 0.06, 0.085, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 for SiO2. The SiO2-low ρ, SiO2-high
ρ, and SiO2 were mixed at the appropriate ratio with PS. Films were
prepared by doctor blading the solution on a heated glass substrate
(∼120 °C) to form a film of thickness ∼10 μm. The dispersion of
nanoparticles was observed using TEM (JEOL 2010 operated at 200
kV) after cross-sectioning the films using a microtome.

Tracer Diffusion Couple and Processing. The tracer diffusion
couples consisted of the nanocomposite matrix film covered with ∼20
nm thick dPS tracer film. Four different molecular weights of dPS (23
kg mol−1, PDI = 1.06; 49 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.03; 168 kg mol−1, PDI =
1.03; 532 kg mol−1, PDI = 1.05) were used as a tracer. The radius of
gyration (Rg) was calculated using a segment size of 0.67 nm. The dPS
film was spin coated on silicon substrates and floated off in water and
transferred onto the matrix film placed on the silicon substrate. The
diffusion couples were annealed in a vacuum oven at 170 °C.

Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD). In ERD the He2+ ion beam was
accelerated to 3 MeV and intersects the plane of the sample at 15°. A
10 μm Mylar film was placed in front of the ERD detector to prevent
the signal from the forward scattered He from masking the H and D
signal, and the recoiled H and D are collected by a solid-state detector.
The dPS volume fraction profile converted from the ERD spectra of
counts versus channel using the thin slab approach was fitted by a
convolution of the appropriate solution to Fick’s second law with a

Table 1. Soft Nanoparticle Characteristics

name Mn
b (g/mol) PDI ρ (nm−2)

SiO2-low ρ 48 260 1.31 0.154
SiO2-high ρ 85 930 1.24 0.383
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Gaussian function that represents the instrumental resolution. For
more detailed information the reader is referred to the specialized
review.21

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A uniform dispersion of NPs is essential so that the average ID
for a random distribution of NPs can be calculated from the NP
diameter and volume fraction.14 The SAXS measurement and
cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph in Figure 2a
show that NPs are well dispersed in the PS matrix at ϕsilica =
0.06.22 The surface modifications of these hard and soft NPs
facilitate their uniform dispersion in PS even up to extremely
high loading for SiO2 NPs, ϕsilica = 0.5 (Figure S1a-c).
Furthermore, SAXS spectra confirm that NPs with different
surface modification exhibit nearly identical dispersion in the
PS matrix (Figure S 1d).
Figure 2b shows a representative dPS volume fraction profile

where the solid line is the best fit to the experimental data
(circles). Using Fick’s second law and appropriate boundary
and initial conditions, ϕdPS(x) is given by
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where erf, t, l, and D are the error function, annealing time,
initial dPS thickness, and diffusion coefficient of dPS,

respectively.18 To determine D, ϕdPS(x) from Ficks second
law is convoluted with the instrumental depth resolution and
chi squared fitting is used to achieve the best fit between
experimental (circles) and calculated (solid line) profiles.23,24

Figure 3 shows the tracer diffusion coefficients for dPS as a
function of the volume fraction of silica. The trends between
diffusion coefficient and parameters that define confinement,
including dPS molecular weight and ID (i.e., silica volume
fraction), are consistent with the previous diffusion studies in
matrices with the immobile hard and grafted NPs:5,7,13,14 (i) At
fixed ϕsilica, the diffusion coefficient decreases as the tracer
molecular weight increases and (ii) as ϕsilica increases, the
diffusion coefficient also decreases for all tracer molecular
weights, and (iii) a more pronounced decrease of the diffusion
coefficient is observed for high molecular weight dPS (168k and
532k) compared to low molecular weight dPS (23k and 49k).
Compared to the hard NP system, polymer-grafted NPs

present a tunable interfacial width that controls the ability of
the matrix or tracer chains to penetrate the brush molecules.25

Wijmans and Zhulina extended a mean-field lattice model,
which describes polymer adsorption on planar surfaces, to
determine the structure of polymer brushes under various
solvent conditions.26 This model was found to accurately
capture the scaling behavior of polymer brushes of various
architectures.27 At high grafting density, excluded volume

Figure 1. Transmission electron micrographs depicting monolayer of polystyrene-grafted silica nanoparticles with (a) high and (b) low grafting
densities, respectively. Scale bar is 100 nm.

Figure 2. (a) Morphology of SiO2-high ρ:PS nanocomposite (ϕsilica = 0.06) and corresponding SAXS scattering curve. Cross-sectional TEM
micrograph (inset) depicts the distribution of SiO2 cores in the PS matrix (Mn

m = 160 kg mol−1). Scale bar is 200 nm. The solid line is the best fit
using the Rayleigh function (d0 = 28 nm). (b) Representative volume fraction profile of dPS(532k) in SiO2-high ρ:PS (ϕsilica = 0.06). Solid line is a fit
of the depth profile using Fick’s second law with D = 1.03 × 10−14 cm2 s−1.
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interactions lead to extended chain conformations and expel
matrix chains from the brush chains, particularly in the case of a
high molecular weight matrix. At low grafting density when the
brush and matrix chains are chemically identical, low molecular
weight matrix chains readily penetrate into the brush. In short,
the brush segment density as a function of radial distance from
the particle surface depends on the grafting density, the brush
molecular weight and the matrix molecular weight, as well as
the nanoparticle size. Note that here SiO2, SiO2-low ρ, and
SiO2-high ρ NPs were prepared from the same silica
nanoparticles.
The brush architecture defines the penetration depth of the

tracer polymer and we see from Figure 3 that less penetration
corresponds to slower diffusion, an effect that is magnified as
the matrix molecular weight increases. For example, at low
molecular weight dPS (23k and 49k), the tracer diffusion
coefficients are nearly identical in PNCs with SiO2, SiO2-low ρ,
or SiO2-high ρ NPs because the extent of tracer penetration is
comparable. In contrast at high molecular weight dPS (168k
and 532k), tracer diffusion is slowest in the PNCs with SiO2-
high ρ NPs and fastest in the PNCs with SiO2 NPs. This
comparison suggests that larger tracer molecules have less
accessible volume when diffusing in systems with SiO2-high ρ
NPs, because the dense polymer brush prohibits high molecular
dPS from penetrating, and highlights the importance of brush
architecture.
To elucidate the underlying relationship between polymer

dynamics and brush structure, we compare dPS diffusion in PS
matrices containing NPs with low (circle symbols) and high
(square symbols) grafting densities at equal silica loadings. This
effect is well demonstrated in Figure 4 where the tracer
diffusion coefficient in the presence of these grafted NPs

(Dgrafted NP) is normalized by that in systems with SiO2 NPs
(Dhard NP). The diffusion of dPS(532k) in a PS matrix
containing SiO2-high ρ (closed squares) is much slower than
in the NP with low ρ (closed circles); however, the diffusion
coefficients for dPS(49k) are statistically similar in PNCs with
SiO2-low ρ and SiO2-high ρ NPs (open circles and squares).
These results indicate that any model describing polymer
dynamics in nanocomposites, including the empirical confine-
ment parameter, must account for the limited tracer
penetration into the grafted brushes.
To quantify the dependence of the dPS penetration on the

brush structure and grafting density, self-consistent field theory
(SCFT) was used to determine the monomer density profiles
of the brush, matrix, and tracer chains adjacent to the NP
surface. These SCFT calculations of monomer density profiles
were previously confirmed using small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) experiments, where the scattering length density
profiles for the best SANS fit were in excellent agreement with
the SCFT monomer density profiles.5 Figure 5a and 5b show
the profiles as a function of distance, normalized by the
unperturbed brush size, for brushes of either SiO2-low ρ or
SiO2-high ρ in contact with a mixture of the matrix PS(160k)
and tracer dPS(168k) at φt = 0.1; see Supporting Information,
Figure S2, for full SCFT results. The broad interface between
brush (dashed−dotted) and matrix (dashed) chains results
from the wetting of the PS matrix into the PS brush and is
responsible for the excellent dispersion of SiO2-high ρ in
PS(160k) shown in Figure 2a. More wetting or penetration, in
particular 50% of matrix monomers penetrating to the particle
surface, is observed for the PS(48k) brush with low ρ (Figure
5a), because of a lower conformational entropy penalty for
matrix chains to penetrate the sparsely grafted brushes,
compared to the densely grafted brushes, PS(86k) with high
ρ (Figure 5b). This wetting behavior is also observed for the
tracer chains within the brush. For low grafting density (Figure
5a), dPS(168k) penetrates the brush fully, yielding an effective
brush thickness, heff ≈ 0. Thus, the tracer diffusion in PS
matrices containing SiO2-low ρ NPs should be similar to that
for SiO2 NPs, as shown in Figure 4 (SiO2-low ρ, open circles).
However, the identical dPS(168k) is excluded from the inner
brush at high grafting density (Figure 5b), due to the entropic
penalty associated with the overlap of crowded brush chains. As

Figure 3. Tracer diffusion coefficients of dPS for Mn
t = 23, 49, 168,

and 532 kg mol−1 in nanocomposites containing SiO2, SiO2-low ρ, or
SiO2-high ρ NPs at 170 °C as a function of the volume fraction of
silica; open circles represent nanocomposites with SiO2 NPs whereas
the inverse triangles and triangles represent nanocomposites with
SiO2-low ρ and SiO2-high ρ NPs, respectively.

Figure 4. Effect of polymer brush grafting density on polymer
diffusion in nanocomposites. Tracer diffusion coefficients (Dgrafted NP)
in PS-functionalized SiO2:PS (SiO2-low ρ:PS or SiO2-high ρ:PS)
normalized by tracer diffusion coefficients (Dhard NP) in short-ligand
functionalized SiO2:PS (SiO2:PS) as a function of the volume fraction
of silica. The relative diffusion coefficients of dPS are plotted for Mn

t =
49 (open symbols) and 532 (closed symbols) kg mol−1.
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a result, the effective particle size in PS matrices containing NPs
with high ρ increases to deff = d0 + 2heff relative to the hard NP
case. Thus, the additional crowding imposed by the
impenetrable brush layer should be taken into account when
describing dynamics in PNCs.
As shown in Figure 5c, the effective particle size of SiO2-low

ρ is independent of the tracer molecular weight (i.e., deff = d0)
in the limit of low molecular weights; however, a weak
dependence is observed at high molecular weight as noted by
the increase in effective size for Mn

t = 532k. However, deff for
SiO2-high ρ in a PS matrix increases strongly with tracer
molecular weight, resulting in a reduction of the interparticle
spacing. The confinement size imposed by the impenetrable
objects can be approximated by assuming a random distribution
of NPs in 3D with an average interparticle spacing given by ID
= d0 [(2/(πϕsilica))

1/3(exp(lnσ)2) − 1], where d0 is the number-
average particle diameter and σ is the polydispersity of
nanoparticles.14 Using the SCFT results, the contribution due
to the limited penetration into the brush can be taken into
account to define an effective interparticle distance, IDeff = ID
− 2heff. To understand the dependence of the effective
interparticle distance on the grafting density and the tracer
molecular weight, the normalized interparticle distance IDeff
(grafted NP)/ IDeff (hard NP), for dPS(49k) and dPS(532k) is
plotted as a function of volume fraction of silica in Figure 5d. At
low tracer molecular weight dPS(49k) the dependence of IDeff
on the grafting density is not observed (low grafting density) or
its reduction is less than ∼10% (high grafting density), whereas
for high tracer molecular weight, dPS(532k), the effective ID
decreases very strongly for NP systems with high ρ. When the
brush structure impedes tracer penetration, the confinement
between NPs increases which in turn impedes tracer diffusion
as detailed below.
As grafting density increases, excluded volume from steric

repulsion of crowded chains also increases, expelling polymer
chains from the brush region and increasing the effective
particle size (deff > d0).

28 Although grafted NPs with low
grafting density can exhibit good dispersion in a polymer matrix
due to favorable wetting, polymer dynamics in PNCs
containing grafted NPs is similar to the hard NP case (deff ≈
d0) as shown in the inset of Figure 6. By defining a new
confinement parameter (IDeff/2Rg) that incorporates wetting

and expulsion from the brush, the reduced diffusion coefficient
(D/D0) plotted against the confinement parameter collapses
onto a master curve (Figure 6) for hard NPs and grafted NPs
with low and high grafting density. This universal scaling
behavior for D/D0 over a wide range of IDeff/2Rg, suggests a
profound influence on polymer diffusion by affecting the
characteristic length scale of NP separation relative to probe
size. Namely, weak slowing down of polymer diffusion is
observed under low confinement (IDeff/2Rg ≈ 10 or greater).
As confinement increases, the reduced diffusion coefficient
initially decreases gradually, and then much more strongly for
IDeff/2Rg < 2. Using an analytical model, Meth et al. recently
showed that the diffusion of spheres through a cylinder
captured the slowing down of polymer diffusion in nano-
composites at low loading, suggesting that the excluded volume
effect plays a dominant role in the long-range slowing down at
low confinement conditions.29 However, at high loadings
(IDeff/2Rg < 5) this model underestimates the reduction of
polymer diffusion possibly because chain conformation
perturbations due to confinement are not taken into account.
For example, tracer chains should lose conformational entropy

Figure 5. (a, b) Effect of surface grafting density on penetration of dPS(168k) tracer molecules into the PS brush grafted to NPs. Self-consistent field
theory calculations showing the volume fraction profiles of dPS(168k) for (a) SiO2-low ρ and (b) SiO2-high ρ as a function of the distance from the
silica particle surface normalized by the brush radius of gyration (Rg, b). The effective brush thickness heff, defined at φt = 0.05, represents the
penetration depth of the tracer into the brush. (c) Effective particle size (deff = d0 + 2heff) obtained from SCFT calculations as a function of tracer
molecular weight for SiO2 (triangles), SiO2-low ρ:PS (circles), and SiO2-high ρ:PS (squares). (d) Interparticle distance of grafted NPs normalized by
that of SiO2 NPs for dPS (49k, open symbols) and dPS (532k, closed symbols) as a function of the volume fraction of silica.

Figure 6. The reduced diffusion coefficient (D/D0) of dPS (Mw = 23k,
49k, 168k, and 532k) as a function of the confinement parameter
IDeff/2Rg yields a master curve; gray shaded circle (SiO2:PS), open
(SiO2-low ρ:PS), and solid (SiO2-high ρ:PS), symbols. The inset
illustrates the NPs with low (top) and high (bottom) grafting density,
showing the effective particle size depending on the grafting density.
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upon squeezing between adjacent NPs for IDeff < ∼2Rg. While
the current master curve is consistent with our previous one,
these new studies define the importance of the brush structure
as controlled by the surface grafting density and tracer
molecular weight on the universal scaling behavior of polymer
diffusion and provide guidelines for designing polymer
nanocomposites with enhanced dispersion of NPs as well as
tunable polymer dynamics (e.g., polymer processing). More-
over, the importance of confinement between NPs on polymer
diffusion demonstrates the importance of entropic contribu-
tions. This view is consistent with a recent coarse-grained
molecular dynamics simulation study that showed slowing
down of unentangled polymers confined by nonattractive
nanoparticles.30

■ SUMMARY
In summary, the architecture of polymer brushes grafted to NPs
can be used to tune the diffusion of polymers in polymer
nanocomposites. Namely, at low grafting density and low tracer
molecular weight, polymers are able to penetrate the brush and
diffusion is similar to the hard NP case. However, at high
grafting density and high tracer molecular weight, the diffusing
polymer is unable to penetrate the crowed brush because it will
lose conformational entropy. In this case, the diffusing polymer
is more strongly confined and the effective particle diameter is
larger than the core size. Using this effective diameter, the
interparticle distance is reduced and this stronger confinement
leads to stronger slowing down, when compared to PNCs with
hard NPs. Thus, without changing the loading of NPs, the
confinement of polymers can be increased by tuning the brush
architecture. By investigating high molecular weight tracer
diffusion, the present study shows that both wet (penetrable
brush) and dry (excluded brush) brush conditions are possible
for grafted NPs and entangled chains. Tracer diffusion studies
in nanocomposites provides new insight into how confinement
affects polymer dynamics over long times (i.e., longer than
reptation time), and will impact the interpretation of
rheological properties that depend on the same fundamental
properties (e.g., friction coefficient).
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